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Most scholars remain in the dark about Shakespeare's manuscripts, 
believing none survive.' If one surfaced, it would quickly become one of the 
world's more sought-after documents. Surprisingly, such a manuscript exists.2 
Its provenance and content are certain.3 n is a unique exemplar of the action 
of both parts of Henry IV in a single five-act play, wherein 9 0 % of Part One and 
3 0 % of Part T w o may be found. Long on history and short on Falstaff, it was 
published by George Williams and G. Blakemore Evans as a facsimile edition 
in 1974 tided William Shakespeare The History of King Henrv the Fourth as 
revised by Sir Edward Dering. Bart.'* The facsimile bases itself on Folger ms. 
V.b. 34, hereafter called D. D remains a 55-page, ledger-sized manuscript to 
which a "scrap" has been added; it is written, with the exception of the latter 
piece, in two unidentified Elizabethan hands. The scrap seems to be in an early 
Jacobean hand, Ukely Sir Edward Dering's, in whose collection the manuscript 
was ffrst discovered. 

As to what D represents, there are three possibilities. D may be: 
I) a "lost" source play by Marlowe, c. 1590 as suggested by Louis Ule; 
2) Shakespeare's earlier pre-quarto version, c. 1596, as argued by 
Hardin Craig; 
3) a dependent period condensation franscribed from quartos, c. 1613-
1622, as maintained by Hemingway and, later, by Evans, WiUiams 
and others. 
This paper purports to show that bibliographic, paleographic and 

literary evidence favors tiie early pre-publication and authorial nature of D, as 
argued first by Craig and later by Ule. This study also wUl attempt to confirm 
that the case for independence, which conflicts with theories on how Shakespeare 
wrote (and, thus, perhaps who he was) has long been suppressed by question
able means. 

Background 
D was discovered by Halliwell-Phillips in 1845 among papers and 

playbooks collected by Sir Edward Dering (1598-1644).5 Dering lived outside 
Pluckley, Kent in his manor, Surtenden Hall, which contained an exfraordinary 
library of plays, playbooks and manuscripts. The manuscript contains two 
unidentified Elizabethan hands - Hand A and Hand B - both bearing evidence 
of having been written in an unmixed Elizabethan Secretary script. They 
display no sign of the transitional or italic styles, except for speakers' names 
and stage directions, which were lettered individually.o Authorities generally 
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date such hands to the sixteenth century.7 Hand A appears on flr.8 Hand B 
surfaces on its verso (flv) and was responsible for all successive pages. The 
"scrap," which may or may not be "Hand A's," is in a hand somewhat similar 
to Sir Edward Dering's and may be thought his. It is possible some of D's 
glosses are in Sir Dering's hand, as first suggested by Halliwell-Phillips.9 
However, paleographic arguments regarding the actual identity of various 
hands have not proved tmstworthy. Indeed, handwriting still cannot be 
employed for the purposes of identification, unlike finger prints. The paleo
graphic case for the authenticity of the manuscript, however, remains sfrong, 
as do its paleographic features, which can be used to help establish the 
manuscript's provenance as either an authorial paper or ttanscript of printed 
materials. About these properties (overwriting, corrections, confusions, varia
tions of "style" and lengthy hiatuses) there can be no doubt. 

HalliweU-PhiUips published his 1845 edition of D without taking a 
position on what it represented. 10 H e hoped the manuscript would "meet with 
attention from those who have made the text ofShakespeare and the history of 
his writings a matter of study ."l l Moreover, he added, "we cannot conceal our 
anxious hope" for such professional notice. 12 Instead, D has been consigned 
to relative obscurity by those who maintain that Dering simply condensed the 
two-part original. 13 While HalliweU-PhiUips refrained from attributing the 
manuscript directly to Shakespeare, he was certainly never a proponent of the 
dependence camp: 

indeed the variations, in almost very respect, are so numerous, that we 
can hardly believe the M S . was ttanscribed from any corrected printed 
source. At all events, we cannot discover any which contains them, l^ 

HalUwell-Phillips also noted the professional nature of Hand B: 

when we consider that it is the work of a professed scribe, this alone 
is sufficient to account for mere clerical errors, which after all, testify 
to the integrity of the text; and it is most unlikely such a person would 
have infroduced so many variations on his own authority. 15 

Despite claims to the confrary, HalUwell-Phillips's opinion stands totally at 
odds with the dependence consensus. Indeed, he took the frouble to point out 
sundry superior readings in D which have no printed source, such as D's 
opening, "To chase these pagans from those holy fields" rather than Q's "in" 
them, which is obviously wrong. Along with this D reads correctiy, "shallow 
jesters and m ^ brain'd wits," rather than the confusing "rash bavin wits," as 
found in die printed sources. H e also noticed tfiat Poins's reply to Falstaff s 
query, "caU you him?" is, in the manuscript, given cortecdy as "Qwsn 
Glendower." whereas in die quarto it is "O, Glendower." Since Falstaff 
answers "Owen, Owen; die same," Falstaff must have heard Poins say "Owen 
Glendower" not Q' s "O, Glendower." Thus, D is superior to tiie printed text. 16 

One must ask why D feU from professional attention for nearly a 
century. Perhaps h was because the CoUier debacle, which soon enveloped 
both Phillips and Collier, caused professionals to be wary of newly discovered 
manuscripts supposedly emanating from the period.l^ More likely, it was a 
combination of factors, tiie primary one being the rise of die biographic 
constiiict of die "mstic Shakespeare" who never produced fair copies or revised 
his works. 
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The dependence theory was first advanced by Hemingway (1936), 
and afterwards by Evans, WiUiams, Lennam, and Yeandle. The consensus for 
dependence rests on the theory that Shakespeare's plays were written blotlessly 
and required or received no revision. The dependence hypothesis ignores both 
methodical revision and an increasing sophistication in Shakespeare's texts. 
The consensus view explains all improvements to Shakespeare's quartos, 
whether by subsequent quarto editions or appearances in the First Folio, as 
resulting from collation with a manuscript more authorial than the one which 
produced the "less perfect copy," rather than by his own improvement or 
revision to earlier versions. 18 By contending that Shakespeare did not revise 
his work, Henungway and his followers theorize that the author's "simple 
genius" allowed him to write without customary, let alone sophisticated, 
methods.i9 This led to the notion that Shakespeare'splays were pfrated as the 
earlier and less sophisticated versions, represented by numerous quarto edi
tions, cannot have been drafts.20 D must therefore be an enigmatic pirated 
version, purloined from the quartos. This dependence of D on printed materials 
was proven by bibliographic arguments given more weight in a previous 
generation, and upon equally flawed paleographic analyses - which ignored the 
16th century nature of D's hands while maintaining that Hand A was Sir 
Edward Dering's 17th century hand. 

The case for D's originality is sfraightforward: it holds that biblio
graphic dependence cannot be based on the correspondence of accidentals. It 
embraces c o m m o n knowledge as to how writers improve works through a 
process of re vision and on how cuts and abridgements are made. It understands, 
for example, that a 6,148 line play cannot be cut back to 3,401 lines without 
requiring "bridge lines" or displaying embedded materials that refer to deleted 
episodes which may have been overlooked during the cutting. It is also 
bolstered by paleographic analysis demonsfrating that ttanscriptions of foul 
papers are unlike those found in cursive franscripts of printed materials, and 
that 17th century Jacobean hands differ from 16th century Elizabethan hands. 
However, these realities have not carried much weight with adherents of 
Hemingway's hypothesis perhaps because the nature of the manuscript 
implies that the author was a scholar who operated a scriptomm wherein he and 
staff methodically proofread and revised his works. 

Support for D's independence may be found among scholars who 
understand the merit of Shakespeare's text and at what price such finely 
wrought lines were purchased.21 Indeed, A. W . Pollard's argument that 
Shakespeare routinely produced fair copies of his works embraces aspects of 
this view, but was rejected by W . W . Greg at about the same time Craig first 
noticed the authorial nature of the manuscript.22 According to Greg, however. 
Pollard's thesis lacked 

a connecting link: either evidence that Shakespeare sometimes made 
fair copies of his plays or that foul papers normally became prompt
books. Without it PoUard's case fails....23 

Greg obviously believed Shakespeare produced complete plays on his first or 
second attempt, that is, a foul paper followed, perhaps, by a document similar 
to the rough playbook of Sir Thomas More.2^ These scholars, who believe 
Shakespeare never revised his own works, also theorize he never produced 
anything as good as D; so, according to the dependence thesis, D must, prima 
facie, rely on printed materials. Unfortunately, Pollard did not know of D. His 
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argument was rooted in die First Folio's claim that Shakespeare routinely 
produced authorial fafr copies.25 Obviously, if D has an authorial provenance, 
biographic and bibliographic suppositions regarding Shakespeare will require 
revision. In any event, since the case hasn't been proven, what should be front
page news has escaped general notice.26 

Toward Establishing a Hypothetical Date 
Can D be dated? A n overlooked topical allusion in Henrv IV. Part II 

testifies to its date of composition as 1594/5, or several years earher than 
commonly thought.27 

Prince [to Poins]: Saturn and Venus this year in conjunction! 
What says th' almanac to that? 
Poins: And look whether the fiery Trigon, his man, 
be not lisping to his master's old tables.... (11.4.261-5) 

Following Dr. Johnson, who stipulated that such conjunctions do not occur, 
m o d e m scholars do not accept this as being a topical aUusion.28 However, two 
powerful asfronomy computer programs. Distant Suns and Dance of the 
Planets, show this conjunction29 taking place in Leo, a constellation in the fiery 
Trigon, over London on 6/16 September 1595.30 Assuming the versions to be 
sequential, this means Part T w o must have been written late in 1594 (English 
date) or early in 1595 (European date), since it suggests an upcoming conjunc-
tion.3i Part One must therefore have been on the boards in 1594, a year earlier, 
while a unified version, like D, could easUy date to 1593. Since the hands, paper 
and ink are Elizabethan, the 1593 date remains consistent with the paleographic 
evidence. 32 

Why the Dependency Case Fails 
The case for dependence was said to be solely bibliographic.33 It 

argued that correspondence to bibliographic errata would show that D was a 
franscript and also suggest a date. Indeed it would, if it could be shown the 
cortespondence wasn't accidental. As it tums out, D differs in thousands of 
"accidentals," including pagination, lineation, spellings and punctuation. Yet 
within this mare of differences only three cortespondences are cited: a missing 
pronoun, a nusplaced aposfrophe, and on fir, "the closeness of the punctua
tion" to Q 5. The case was then claimed closed. W a s it? 

The Missing Pronoun and Misplaced Apostrophe 
D does not include Q's pronoun "I" on f28r in the Une: "weare here: 

would cudgell him like a dog: if he would sale so:." Since D is missing much 
of Q, a deletion seems hardly surprising. The editors, however, maintain "tiie 
scribe, recognizing an omission, left a small blank space for Dering."34 They 
offer no explanation how a scribe, who had never seen an edition of Q 
containing the pronoun, would have noticed the omission, the line scanning 
without it. Nor do they explain why Dering did not fill in the space with his own 
"I," as Hand A had done on f9r, where no space was provided. Lastly, they offer 
no suggestion as to why the scribe didn't simply insert the pronoun, since he 
freely cortected his own franscription. Perhaps there wasn't any space. The 
editors qualified the space as being "small." It is, since the ttailing serif of the 
"e" from "here:" extends into most of this interval: 

weare here:—would cudgeU him like a dog 
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B y measurement it is no different from dozens of other paleographic 
gaps in the manuscript caused by sinular serifs which the editors ignore (see 
f44v, "people:—saying that"). For these reasons, the nussing pronoun must be 
considered accidental. 

As to the "misplaced aposfrophe," WiUiams and Evans locate it at D' s 
4.2.76 (Globe V.u.76), i.e., f37r. However, the typescript of the Folger editors 
diverges from the Elizabethan hand. They print six more capital letters than D 
shows yet don'tprint four capital letters which D does. They typeset "curtesie:" 
for D' s "Caurtesie", fail to print seven commas, and they add a fuU colon where 
D shows nothing. Even with "corrections" D isn't identical to Q5, and without 
them, radicaUy dissimilar. Littie if any of this is mentioned, but they fall on the 
Elizabethan aposfrophe, which may or may not appear above "fellows", 

and fellows:, souldiers:, friends:. 

However, to know that Hand B had copied Q's misplaced aposfrophe into D, 
one would have to know that Hand B was consistent in his placement 
elsewhere. D proves he wasn't. Indeed, the editors concede they 

modernized...lowered superscripts and expanded abbreviations and 
confractions; the thorn we have printed as "th." W e have capital
ized the initial letter of each line, and of speeches. W e have supplied 
the scribe's standard colon at the ends of speeches and of speech 
headings where it has been omitted; the scribe's intemal period and 
his c o m m o n ":," w e have printed as a colon. W e have regularized the 
placing of the aposfrophe in contractions. [Emphasis added.] W e 
have set in italic type...we have cortected the scribe's frequent minim 
errors where his intention was entirelyclear. All of these changes have 
been made silentiy and without record. [Emphasis added.] 35 

Consequently, if one follows D, one discovers aposfrophes in literally hundreds 
of places not to be found in Q. So why focus on this one? Coincidently, in 
dealing with a selection from D, Dawson and Yeandle noted a similar mistake 
in B's placement of the aposfrophe: 

there's1 Though he misplaced it, we may assume that the 
writer [Hand B] intended the aposfrophe to go in the right place. The 
m o d e m use of the aposfrophe in confractions of this sort begins to be 
met with in the first decades of the seventeenth century.36 

This is the conclusive evidence offered for dependence: a scribe with habits so 
irregular he was corrected "silentiy and without record". This silent correcting, 
along with the editors' conviction that D was a franscript of printed materials, 
also tempted them to "correct" their typescript by restoring many other 
readings from Q; so much so, their typescript often more closely parallels Q 
than D. This editorial activity seriously undermines the scholarly value of thefr 
typescript. 

Along this line, an inapt phrase of theirs has led readers to believe the 
editors had cited Hardin Craig in support of their thesis, rather than in 
opposition to it. 

The proposition that the Dering manuscript reflects a single, five-act, 
Shakespearean play on Henry IV earlier than the two printed parts 
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now extant is not tenable; the Dering version is not anterior to the 
printed texts but derivative of them and hence posterior to them. See 
Hardin Craig....37 

Most would take this footnote to imply that Craig had reviewed earlier 
propositions regarding the anterior nature of the manuscript and found them 
"not tenable." In fact, this tums out to be the 1954 landmark article on the 
Dering Manuscript in which Craig realizes that the manuscript is the original 
version of the play. Craig never deviated from this opinion. H e retumed to it 
more forcefully in his A N e w Look at Shakespeare's Quartos (I96D. where he 
calls the dependency thesis, "stupid," "unnecessary," "incredible," and "im-
possible."38 Evans and William ignore Craig's longer study. Indeed T.N.S. 
Lennam, writing in the Folger Library's Shakespeare Ouarterly (mentioning 
the work of Evans and cited by Evans in the Facsimile Edition^ also misquotes 
Craig and seems to believe tiiat Craig thought D was dependent on printed 
materials. Lennam writes, Dering's "interest in the theater is reflected in...an 
adaptation of 1 and 2 Henry FV." after which he cites Craig as proof of this 
notion !39 In subsequent works on Henry IV. both Eleanor Prosser and David 
Bevington cfrcumvent Craig, behoving D to be a secondary source, as had 
Louis B. Wright.40 It seems safe to say that a generation has matured either not 
knowing of D, or have been misled into believing that D lies outside the 
authorial sfream. 

Craig, who knew of Evans' dependency hypothesis, wrote: 

it is incredible that any scholar who has had to do with 1 Henry IV and, 
especially, 2 Henry IV and who has read the Dering play could fail to 
see evidence that the Dering play is a single drama antedating the two-
part play and representing as it stands Shakespeare's freatment of the 
wild life of Prince Hal, his reformation, his winning of glory, and his 
rejection of Falstaff.... Of course these things could not be if the 
Dering version were based, as it was thought to be, on the fifth quarto 
of 1 Henrv IV.41 

Craig added that the notion that the Dering version is abridged or condensed 
"would be impossible, beside being stupid and unnecessary."42 Writing the 
following year in the infroduction to Hamlet: The First Ouarto. Craig confesses 
he had grown "weary of arguing against ertor."43 Craig's defractors, however, 
hadn't, so new ertors continued to surface. Indeed, while the Folger scholars 
were moving to squelch Craig, making his university life difficult, their 
director, Louis B. Wright, wrote that any scholar who offered new evidence 
about the authorship question would 

assure himself of an undying reputation, he would be certain of 
ttanslation to the best university post in the land; and his book would 
pour in royalties.44 

Though not, it seems, without first being maligned and ignored until decades 
after his death. Craig addressed this danger to his professional reputation in his 
infroduction to Albert B. Weiner's edition of the Ql Hamlet, which offered 
extensive proof that popular theories regarding its pirated or derivative nature 
were mistaken: 

We are in agreement as regards scholarly approach to the well known 
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problem presented by...earlier and less perfect version[s of 
Shakespeare's texts], since w e are both disposed to rely on such 
records and bare facts as exist rather than on the brilliant tiieories of 
certain great Shakespeare scholars that are now widely accepted. Our 
approach is inductive rather than deductive. W e both try to make the 
facts speak for themselves; whereas the scholars preferred to rely on 
ingenious theories. This puts us both in danger, [~as] in a sense, w e 
are both responsible for published disagreement with great scholars 
whose standing as scholars and whose contributions to our knowledge 
of Shakespeare w e both profoundly respect.'*5 

One cannot help but note that, regardless how benign the origins of paradigm 
blindness, the consequences are dangerous business indeed. 

ihe editors also asserted a "fidelity" in punctuation on fir to Q5.'*6 
The first problem here is that Q 5 is indistinguishable, biWiographically, from 
Q l in matters of punctuation, particularly on its first page. This means the proof 
becomes circular, as there is no way to relate the punctuation of fir to the 
accumulated errata of any specific quarto. Worse, by actual count there are 38 
punctuation conventions on fir whereas only 17 can be found in Q. Since D's 
fir differs from Q in title, characters, lines and content, and is more "compo
sitional" than other sheets, its fidelity to Q 5 seems far too tenuous for a case of 
this magnitude. What the editors may have meant to say is that fir resembles 
the style of punctuation followed in Q more than other sheets. This would have 
been a ti-ue statement. However, since this sheet is in Hand A's, the difference 
in punctuation may be idiosyncratic. Or f 1 v' s descendant may have been used 
as the style sheet for Q. 

Another important and somewhat curious feature of f 1 is that Hand A 
ttanscribed all of its recto, while Hand B franscribed the verso. In order to 
explain this paleographic feature, the editors have suggested that Hand A "after 
page one [i.e.. flv]... gave the chore of franscription over to a scribe," i.e.. Hand 
B.47 This seems unlikely, particularly since such devices are known to 
paleographers as a means of "interlocking," or identifying an unknown hand 
with that of an author' s.48 This, and not Hand A's conjectured lack of stamina, 
is likely to account for the two hands on f 1. 

Problems Concerning the Copy Text for Part Two 
As to Part Two. Williams' and Evans' claim fails outright. Here the 

editors have asserted that the fidelity or correspondence is to the Second Issue 
of Q. What they've overlooked is that the Second Issue of Q wasn't biblio
graphically distinct from the First Issue, except locally as regards the "bedroom 
scene," which was somehow omitted. Since there was only one edition, there 
are no bibliographic possibilities for the enfrance of accumulated errata.'*̂  Any 
correspondence between D and the printed version of Part T w o may thus arise 
from the fact that D preceded it. 

Incidentiy, D is so radically different from Part T w o the editors 
theorized that Dering provided Hand B with his own transcript—implying that 
most of it isn't a franscript of Q but a copy of a franscript. Yet these same editors 
had earlier discounted this notion, saying, 

he began to transcribe the play himself, adapting the text from the 
quarto as he went along, but after page I he decided to make his 
revisions on the pages of the quarto dfrectly, and he gave the core of 
franscription over to a scribe.50 
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With all this in nund, the editors' case for dependence can be safely set aside 
as unproven. 

Scholars have, however, two plays. H o w can one determine which 
came first? Since D is shorter, unified, and isn't printed, assumptions that D 
came first are now obvious and, with dependence unproven, superior. At this 
point the case for D's primacy becomes tacit and can be established by 
sfraightforward paleographic and literary means, were it not for several points 
raised by proponents of dependence. 

A Consideration of Dering's Order for a Copy of Henry IV 
While the editors have asserted that their case for D' s status is entirely 

bibliographic, they have, nonetheless, proposed several altemate or supple
mental conditions. Suggesting Dering as Hand A was the first. While extensive 
paleographic evidence indicates Dering's fransitional hand wasn't A, it should 
be noted that, even if it were, it remains possible that Dering fumished a missing 
sheet to D in his own hand in the way another Ehzabethan supplied a missing 
first page to Marlowe's Edward II.51 In that case, bibliographic authorities 
argue that the source of the missing material wasn't a printed one.52 A similar 
manuscript fragment of Marlowe's Massacre at Paris is also held to be genuine 
based on its lack of perfect fidelity to any known quarto; the same is tme for the 
manuscript page of Titus Andronicus.53 Independence for Edward II's 
manuscript pages has been accepted on the slender evidence of three variant 
readings, whereas fir has numerous substantial and accidental variations from 
Q5, its presumed source, including a different title. 

The second non-bibliographic argument constitutes one of the most 
puzzling aspects of this case. It began with Lennam's discussion in 1965 of 
Dering's account ledgers and was followed by Yeandle's 1986 essay, which 
showed payment "for writing oute ye play of K: Henry ye fourth" on the twenty-
fifth anniversary of its initial registration.54 Both the occasion and the substan
tial payment indicate that the copy was a presentation version, that is, a grade 
higher than D. The point is essential to this essay. Yeandle believes the ledger 
pays for D and that D is a copy of printed materials. 55 However, a close reading 
proves her case to fail on five points. 

Ffrst, Dering's order specified both the copyist's name and the rate 
"p[er] sheet" at which he was paid, l/2d. It also records the total disbursed: 4 
shiUings. As D contains 55 folio sheets, whatever Dering paid for had to have 
been either much shorter (32 sheets) or longer (64 leaves), depending on what 
was meant by the words "p[er] sheet." Yeandle suggests it implies a "bifolium," 
denoting two leaves after being cut. Yeandle uses the term "leaves" to mean 
a double-sided page or sheet. D contains 55 folio leaves (though Yeandle, 
curiously, counts 56).56 If Yeandle's bifolium notion is cortect, Dering paid 
for 128 pages; if not, 64 pages. Since D's pages are continuous and number only 
110, D cannot be the manuscript paid for by Dering. Indeed, W . R. Sfreitberger 
concluded on the basis of this discrepancy that Yeandle's case had "failed."57 
To avoid this issue, Yeandle suggested that Dering caused his copyist to 
refranscribe six sheets. Even if he did, Yeandle concedes, Dering stUl overpaid 
by several sheets. And to account for tiiis she then offers the curious suggestion 
that this literary antiquarian paid for blank sheets.58 

Second, there is the issue of D's appearance: the manuscript simply 
doesn't look like a presentation copy. It is doubtful a conttactor would have 
paid any copyist for D in its present state. H e would have retumed the 
manuscript to the copyist and demanded a uniform copy, similar to the standard 
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represented by fols. 10 and 11. D's paleographic nature thus indicates it was 
not what Dering ordered. Third, we note that Dering's ledger supplies the name 
of his copyist, a "Mr. Carington." This man was not, as William and Evans 
asserted, on his staff at Surrenden. H e was, obviously, a weU considered 
outside professional.59 Yet D isn't the work of a professional scribe, according 
to both Yeandle and the editors. So, we have an impasse. 

Fourth, while Yeandle cogentiy suggested that Mr. Carington was 
Dering's fiiend. Master Samuel Carington, the rector at nearby Wootton, Kent, 
the script in which Carington's will was written failed to match up with that 
found throughout D.60 Though the will appeared to be a holograph, Yeandle's 
phrasing equivocates, implying it might, nevertheless, be a copyist's.6l W h e n 
supplied with copies of Carington's church register, which proved to be in the 
same hand as his will, Yeandle privately conceded that Carington wasn't Hand 
B .62 One wonders why she thought so in the ffrst place, since one must ask why 
a copyist who was paid by the sheet increased, at random intervals, his number 
of lines per sheet from 25 to 47, as evidenced in D, thereby reducing his 
payment, per sheet, by nearly half. 

Finally, a detailed examination of D's leaves, undertaken for the 
Folger by Peter W . M . Blayney, proved that D was woven or pieced together 
in places that hadn' t been noticed by scholars for centuries.63 The most obvious 
weave cortesponds to the point where the two plays now diverge.64 Yeandle 
offers a complex explanation for the variation in paper stock which helped 
prove the weaving, with the purpose of demonstrating that there were once 
"two large quires," one for Part One and one for Part Two. Yeandle continues, 
"the evidence sfrongly suggests that the manuscript originally consisted of a 
single large quire for each of Shakespeare's two plays..." into which the sUghtly 
larger sized six-leafed quire "stands between."65 Yeandle evidentiy forgot that 
the union in D isn't in the middle but near the end, since D's Part One materials 
are twice those of Part Two. Yeandle also seems unaware that the editors of the 
Facsimile never suggested a franscript had been made of both parts of Henry 
IV. What, then, is the solution to the six-page "quire" standing two-thirds 
through the manuscript? The most obvious one is that it was of slightiy longer 
or oversized paperstock, as proven by Yeandle and Blayney. Since it was 
oversized, the scribe merely sorted it out, to be stacked together and used when 
he came to it. It happens to encompass the point where die two texts conjoin. 
Less obvious piecings are evidenced by the various styles of Hand B. One 
should also note that the point in D where Part T w o diverges is not at the 
beginning of the last act but at the beginning of D's Act iv, scene 9, which in 
D is followed by Act iv, scene 10 (which contains material from Part Two. Act 
ii, scene 2). If D were a franscript of the two-part play, the obvious place for 
the act change would have been at the beginning of f42r, where this "mysteri
ous" quire lies. For these reasons, D cannot have been a franscript of the printed 
text nor what Dering ordered to be copied. 

Dering and Fletcher 
For what could the order have been if not for D ? Given the absence 

of the manuscript by Carington from Dering's collection, Dering's order may 
well have been for a gift, i.e., not intended for Dering's personal collection. 
Given the anniversary date, it seems that it was for someone associated with the 
publication of Henry FV in 1598, exactiy twenty-five years earlier.66 Other 
than the author, only the playwright John Fletcher, who followed Shakespeare 
with the King's Men, and Shdcespeare's publishers, Edward Blount and 
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WiUiam laggard, seem likely recipients for the missing manuscript. Though 
Blount's name is not associated directiy with Shakespeare until 1608 (with the 
pubhcation ofPericlesl Blount was active in 1598, having appointed himself 
Christopher Marlowe's literary executor.67 The most likely possibihty is that 
the lost Carington manuscript, paid for by Dering, represents the Uterary copy 
of Henry rV: Part T w o used almost immediately by the Folio publishers. 

Dering's Order and the Gap in the First Folio 
If D stands apart from Dering's order for a copy of Henry IV. w e may 

inqufre into the nature of Dering's order and the manuscript it produced. What 
was it? Where did it go? Prosser has proven that Henry IV. Part T w o was set 
from a literary franscript fumished to tiie printers in 1623.68 Could this have 
been what Dering's order produced? T w o lines of thought suggest it. First, Part 
T w o was hkely to have been the rarer of the two, having been issued in only one 
edition.69 Second, the evidence of the date and the length of Carington's copy 
(see footnote for calculation) suggests this scenario, for it seems unlikely that 
two literary copies of Henry IV were set out in 1623.70 

How Dering Obtained D 
The historical record supports the existence of a friendship between 

Dering and Fletcher, as well as Unks to Blount and laggard. Perhaps through 
his association with Fletcher, Dering came across D among Fletcher's books 
and papers, it having passed dfrecdy into Fletcher's hands from Shakespeare. 
Dering would have prized D for himself, as collectors do, and coaxed Fletcher 
into an understanding.7i What is the evidence to support this? The record of 
Dering's hbrary of playbooks proves Dering enjoyed pre-publication access to 
Fletcher's manuscripts, since D includes a scrap containing, on one side, a 
character list from Fletcher's Curate, dating several decades prior to Curate's 
publication.72 AdditionaUy, Dering's personal records prove he knew Fletcher, 
who was also from Kent, along with Fletcher's brothers who lived nearby.73 
Lasdy, Dering married into the Beaumont family, and Francis Beaumont, of 
course, was Fletcher's collaborator.74 A close connection between Dering and 
Fletcher is therefore likely. 

Is there anything else concerning publication of the First Folio that 
might suggest a connection between D and the pubUshers? There is. A mistake 
in pagination within Henry IV caused the duplication of pages between the 
numbers 69 and 100 (102, if the unnumbered sheet is counted). This double 
numbering was created when the printers skipped Henrv IV and moved on to 
Henrv V after the partial printing of Richard n.75 To do so tiiey allocated 23 
pages for Henrv IV.76 There is no way both parts of Henrv IV could fit into this 
gap, a space which begins at page 45 and mns on to 69. (The Folio's two-part 
Henry rV required 57 pages.) N o bibliographic account has resolved the issue, 
but it seems tiie printers considered typesetting a short, unified version ofHenrv 
lY diat would m n to about 23 pages. Greg and others don't expand on this, not 
beheving in a shorter version. However, faced with the double numbers, Greg 
suggests the problem arose with Matthew Law.77 Whatever caused the 
problem, there is tangible evidence that D, or something very much like D, was 
considered by Blount and Jaggard for publication in the First FoUo as the 
origin^ Henrv FV. for, as shown in the footnote, only D could have fit into a 
space this small.78 

W a s D tiien Dering's and, perhaps, Fletcher's best attempt at re-
estabhshing Shakespeare's ffrst version of this famous play, or was itthe Bard's 
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original manuscript? The absence of bridge lines (see below) suggests tiiat it 
was Shakespeare's, since no editor could have excised the text in this manner. 
Indeed, Craig noted it would have been "impossible" as well as "stupid." 

What is D? 
Obviously, the printers had set from manuscripts of some kind. Greg 

aUows that "everything points to Q[I] having been printed from foul papers, and 
there is no need to suppose that these had even been annotated by the book-
keeper."79 Greg suggests a prompt-book with a literary editor lies behind Part 
Two; Prosser and others, the literary copy of 1623.80 W e thus have biblio
graphic evidence that Ql was set from the author's papers and not from an 
intervening prompt-book, and that the First FoUo was set from a literary copy. 
Proponents of dependence concede that D wasn't a prompt-book or foul 
papers.8i Could it then be an "authorial fair copy?" The answer is yes. 

Is there additional evidence that Sir Edward Dering coUected original 
fafr copy manuscripts apart from D and the Curate, or that he prized such 
pieces? There is—the companion manuscript from Dering's holdings. Love's 
Victories, sold along with D in 1845, and now at the Huntington.82 it is 
undeniably in the author's holograph.83 This is powerful evidence that Dering 
collected, prized and kept authorial fair copies of period plays. Importantiy, 
Love's Victories is not marred with Dering's glosses.84 D, for the most part, 
seems no different. D is an authorial fair copy similar to Love's Victories, one 
that Sfr Edward obtained from Fletcher, who, in tum, obtained it from the 
author. D is the sort of copy the Folio editors testified they routinely received 
from the author, but disallowed by Greg for want of an exemplar. 

How Can D's Status be Established? 
Normally, topographical order and coherent orthography enters an 

author's work at the printers. The supposition is that any Q would be more 
orderly than its manuscript and any ttanscription of Q more orderly yet. Indeed, 
the editors implied this when suggesting Hand B noticed the missing pronoun. 
Yet, contrary to this expectation, D is much less orderly and less consistent than 
any Q. To avoid this, the editors proposed that Hand B was disorderly: 

It is not suggested that the scribe was of a high order of professional 
competence—not a London master, by any means, but more likely 
one of the staff at Surrenden.85 

Yet this assertion cannot be documented from D, which is quite systematic. 
One need only glance at fols. 10 and 11 to see how tidy Hand B could be. These 
are presentation-style sheets that certify Hand B to be the equal of a London 
master and sttongly suggest what his "fair copy" must have looked like. Their 
placement among lesser sheets indicates the earlier nature of those drafts and 
of D. This, along with the passage of time, I think accounts for D's "jumbled" 
nature, as opposed to Hand B's supposed incompetence. 

One of the most obvious forms of order imposed on a manuscript is 
its reduction to regular lines. Q 5 managed 3 8 lines a page. Yet D' s sheets range 
from as few as 25 lines (fl9v) to as many as 47 lines (f3). T w o factors account 
for such irregularity. Hand B was practicing "compression" and "expan
sion"—confroUing where his stints ended. W h y ? Most likely, to match up witii 
pre-existing materials. Indeed, Yeandle has proven it.86 A less involved 
example can be seen on fl9v where the styles change a third of the way down 
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the sheet. Additional explanations are that Hand B was taking dictation or 
foUowing foul papers, where the number of hnes per sheet wasn't obvious. If 
Hand B had a printed text to follow, he would have regularized his hnes per 
page and remained with it throughout. 

Another disparity between franscripts of authorial papers and printed 
materials is that the latter should display no indecipherables, i.e., no words, 
phrases or expressions the franscriber couldn't read. (Mistakes, certainly, but 
no indecipherables.) Yet D displays indecipherables tiiroughout. In case after 
case. Hand B attempted various readings of what, in Q, were clearly resolved 
words and phrases. H e had, for example, continual problems with distinguish
ing among "God," "good" and "gold". There are ubiquitous examples of words 
that Hand B could not read and which he passed over, holding his space with 
a light dash of the approximate length, as in "bowcase" (fl7v). With the dash 
holding his space, he finished his sheet, checked his reading and later inserted 
it. In "bowcase" his ascenders cross over the light line above, proving this 
beyond a doubt. There are also several examples of larger spaces left in the 
manuscript into which entire speeches seem to have been franscribed later. For 
instance, see fZOv, the Prince's speech, "Swearest thow:...." 

Nothing in D suggests ineptitude on the part of Hand B, so when he 
doesn't know whether his copy text reads "France" or "Francis", he writes what 
he sees, even though it is incortect and must be corrected later, likely by Hand 
A, to "Francis" (f 14r). The same is tme for "the seat of god" which should have 
been "the seat of Gaunt..." (f34v), and which B caught in time to correct 
himself. This immediately precedes his problem with "Duckdome of Lancaster" 
which he seems first to have attempted as "Duck onne of Lancaster." Just 
above, Q5's cortect "Doncaster" stands in D as "Dancaster," showing B's 
difficulty in seeing the difference between the author's "a" and "o." Since Q5' s 
readings are clear, the problem here was with the author's foul papers. Dozens 
of other "indecipherables" occur in D's text, including the problem with 
"discarded", which he attempted as "disgorged" (f7r). Numerous problems on 
this same face (f7r) indicate confusion in the author's papers. See Une 76, "And 
Let them grapple: the blood more stirtes" where "more" proved indecipherable 
and Hand B held his space with the light line now seen, returning with a proper 
reading and another quill and ink. T w o lines above "from the east to west" were 
modified by B, likely with the same new quill and ink to "from the east unto the 
west", via a bridge A above. 

Q's fine "fiery-eyed maid of smokey war" (f31r) was attempted no 
fewer than three times, each time more polished than the last. The sequence, 
by no means clear, seems to have run like this. Hand B first attempted 

& to the firry maid: of smokie Warre: 

He then cortected it by sttiking off die "y" in "firry" and changing it to "fiere". 
StiU not correct, he added above the line "eiede", 

eiede 
& to the firry maid: of smokie Warre: 

Having some problem with his quiU, he left a blot here. Indeed, Hand B may 
first have attempted "to the furry man of smokie Warre:," depending on how 
one judges the depth of his confusion. 

With the exception of fir, diis sheet (f3 Ir) is D's roughest. It is, tiius, 
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of interest to know that Dover WUson has pointed out that this passage, 
containing "the fiery-eyed maid" in Q, carefully conjoins materials lifted from 
several primary sources.87 They include Daniel's Civil Wars. Nashe's Unfor
tunate 'Traveller and Spencer's Faerie Oueene. WUson concludes, "a close 
connection [between all three] is indisputable."88 It is also certain when 
drawing closely upon parallel sources that authorial papers are not likely to be 
as clear as when one is inventing materials de nova. That D reflects confusion, 
false starts and problems, at this point, sfrongly suggests D was much closer to 
the author's foul papers than to Q. 

Interaction Between Hand B and A 
Proof that Hand B was interacting frequently with Hand A, confrary 

to the editors' assertions, can be found on f6r. As with half- a- dozen sheets in 
D, f6r doesn't show the customary "cue word," the word placed at the end of 
a page which wUl then appear at the top of the next page to facUitate reading. 
This suggests the material on f6r, its verso, as it is called, wasn't ready for 
franscription when Hand B completed the recto or "face" of f6. This is proven 
when one notices that Hand B has concluded his stint with an ending flourish: 

& 

after which he supplied an enoneous entry for "Worcester." What had 
happened here? Clearly, Hand B had come to the end of his materials. Since 
he had no idea what the next word was going to be, he couldn't supply the cue 
word. Something, however, indicated a new scene with Worcester in it, but no 
more than this. He thus finished his sheet and put away his papers, ink and 
quills. Afterwards, Hand A proofread this sheet. To resolve this and other 
muddles. Hand A revised the sheet. In the process of revision or review. Hand 
A made several glosses on the face of the sheet, the most important of which 
was the stage direction which cleared the stage and ended the act. This was 
done by adding beneath the exit cue for the King: 

(Lane: er Blunt. 

Just below this he also supplied an entry for Worcester using a long curved line, 
at the end of which he wrote: 

Enter Worcester. 

Finally, Hand A wrote over the face of the sheet, in his bold ink, what must have 
been, at that moment, a compositional line: 

But I will lift th downe-frodd Mortimer. 

After and only after this was accomplished. Hand A retumed to the sheet and 
added the scene break, writing in red ink: 

Act:Ii:Scae:4ta. 

(Q, of course, did not contain act and scene information, so this material cannot 
be thought a copy of Q.) 

At this juncture Hand A gave the rest of the sceneover to Hand B, who 
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then tumed the sheet over and supplied the verso material, which begins with 
Q's line, "But I will lift the downfrodden Mortimer": 

As high In' th ayer: as this unthankkefuU kinge 

There is simply no other way to resolve this sheet paleographically, if for no 
odier reason than the verso would have been insensible without the addition of 
A's gloss, "But I will lift th downe-frodd Mortimer." A U this is quite clear in 
Q, where it appears as a speech without a break or ending. Here as elsewhere, 
diere is no evidence of an underlying Q. The sinularity of styles, on both sides 
of this sheet, indicates the proofing soon followed Hand B' s franscription of the 
recto. 

A copy of Q should also reflect the topographical order of Q in its 
general orthography regarding spelling, punctuation and the like. Addition
ally, no copy of Q should evidence "ghost" characters or confusion regarding 
the characters, since this too is gener^ly eUnunated at the printers. Nor should 
one discover "false starts." Yet none of these "regularities" are discovered in 
D. D does not follow Q's spelling, punctuation, lining or other elements of 
published style. Ghost characters, or confusion as to characters, may be found 
throughout. See the first sheet (fir), where Blount is excised and then retumed 
in a gloss. Older word forms also appear, such as "yow" for "you" and "on" 
for "one." This includes a knowledge of the Christian names and family 
relationships of the characters, not evidenced in Q; see f55r where D's reads 
"Broth:,—" for Earl of Lancaster. These designations make the play more 
primitive and less formal than Q. Interestingly, the character list generated by 
the editors does not carry the primitive names Peto and Rossill; D mentions 
them, as well as turning Q's Gads-hUl into "Bardolff' (f lOr), so where did Hand 
B find these names if they were not in Q5? Finally, once unfamiliar place names 
had been standardized in Q, why should D use its own quaint and often 
misleading spellings, such as "Dancaster" for "Doncaster?" That many of 
these spellings have long been thought to be Shakespeare's is also worthy of 
note.89 

Consider the evidence of false starts in D. This begins on fir, where 
two lines have been crossed out, several changed, and the face marked for 
deletions and insertions. A less involved example appears on f51r: 

...thie dew from me 
is teares: and heavy sorrowes of the blood, 
— d r o w n e s — it— self—^from 
which nature: love: and filiaU tendernes: 
shall (o heere father) paie thee plenteously: 

"drownes itself from ....", which is crossed out in D, cannot be found in Q. 
Where did it come from? Isn't it a first draft of the next line, which not changed, 
would have read: 

drownes itself from filiall tendemes 

What else could it be? 
There are several places in D marked for insertion which in Q contain 

expanded materials at tiiese same points (see foUos Iv, 20v, 55v). Notice die 
curved Une under "Prin:" on line 22 on f55v: 
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Prin:, 

This is where 60 odd lines, plus three scenes are added in Q. So we have 
conclusive proof this sheet was marked for insertions which entered Q. The 
missing material is to be found at v.ii. 64-122 and afterward. The editors are 
silent about this. 

Paleographic Proof of D's Independence 
While the above are sfrongly suggestive of D's primacy, two aspects 

of D offer decisive evidence for its autiiorial nature: "layers" and "proof-
marks." One need only place f31 and f55 side by side to see they were once 
part of the same "stint." A stint is defined as a single period of transcription, 
usually unmarked by a change of quill, ink or paper stock. Stints differ from 
"drift," or the change of a hand over time. D evidences both stints and drifts. 
Hand B's many styles indicate that his work on this manuscript was sporadic, 
taking place over the course of a year or more, during which time his styles 
"drifted".90 The styles, quill, ink and paper of f31 and f55 are essentially the 
same, so much so they can safely be said to have once been part of the same stint. 
As fi 1 is from Part One and f55 is the ending of Part Two, this means D displays 
the remainders of a draft which once placed the ending within a page or so of 
the Battle of Shrewsbury. W h o would have such a draft but the author? As 
pointed out, fols. lOand 11 are also part of a now lost, letter-perfect draft. Most 
likely it was the fair copy which became the copy text for Q O of Part One.91 
H o w did these sheets come to be in D ? They seem to have been culled after they 
were glossed by Hand A and left behind to become part of D, woven into it 
seamlessly by Hand B's "cut and paste" finesse. This means, paleographically, 
that D is a composite manuscript comprised of sheets from several drafts of 
Henry IV. Generally, only authors possess such remainders. 

The second proof is a system of silent proof-marking. This paper has 
pointed out that Hand A glossed the manuscript at will; Hand B did likewise. 
The reader's attention is now directed to a less obvious system of corrections 
which cannot be attributed to either Hand A or Hand B. These proof-marks 
prove that a third party. Hand C, proofread this manuscript from beginning to 
end, but proofread it "silently". A ^ y ? Obviously, if this was a manuscript that 
the bypothetical Dering intended to tum into a prompt copy, the proofing would 
not have been mute. The proof-maker would have wanted the proof to be seen 
when scanning the page. The only rationale for this universal but covert 
proofing was to alert the next copyist to problems without marring D's face. 
This means that whoever added proof-marks to D was outside the authorial 
stream, yet someone who regarded the manuscript with respect. One might add 
that the notion that Elizabethan printers routinely desfroyed manuscripts while 
printing them is incorrect.92 Printers generally were careful with manuscripts, 
retuming them to their owners in good condition. 

W h o might have made these marks? So far as scholars know, only 
printers and scriptomm clerks employed them. The marks are faintly made, as 
follows: 

A, 1 , —//—, , /, + ,*,!, and one ? 

That these marks are from the period can be proved by examining the one 
which descends the line on f39r in the King's phrase " & shewed I thow makst 
some tender of m y life", where the pronoun "I" has been excised from the copy 
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between "shewed thou." Most of these marks were made horizontally, rather 
than vertically. They were made above the line thus: — I I — . They indicate that 
the Une is to be opened up and the proper form inserted. In this case the mark 
was vertical and indicates closure of the line. Since these proof-marks cannot 
be accounted for by the dependence thesis, WiUiams and Evans ignore them, 
except to make their own cortections of the text, as when they alter D's "I a m 
a gende noe more" to "I a m a gentieman:, come: noe more," which follows 
friple proof marks: 

//—;A;( 

on f44v's last line. They could not have resolved this line without understand
ing the proof marks. Throughout D a light dash, sometimes called a "spur," can 
be found above an open letter "a" that could be confused with "u," and also 
above the letter "c" when it might be taken for the letter "r." Since these dashes 
are not to be found above all the "a"s and "c"s, they are likely to be Hand C's 
proof-marks and not Hand B's spurs. 

Regarding spurs made by William Herbert, as seen in a letter dated 26 
August 1619, Yeandle remarks how curious it was to find such marks at so late 
aperiod.93 Indeed it is. She is, however, quite silent about them in D. Perhaps 
she just overlooked them. That they seem to have been made by a proof-reader 
rather than Hand B is all the more evidence that D dates to the early 1590s, for 
a 1623 reader would have simply changed the letter forms to thefr italic 
counterparts. Further evidence of the marks can be seen in most, if not all, 
confractions of "with" written t/w. They display a horizonal line through the 
"t", implying the confraction is to be written out, as the editors often do. 

One cannot identify Hand A with certainty. The script does not match 
that of Dering's fransitional hand or any author whose writing has come down 
to us, with the exception of Hand D in Sir Thomas More. "This is not to say the 
hands are the same, just that they are quite similar: sfrong compositional 
Secretary hands, obviously that of a writer frained in the 1570s and 80s. Hand 
A is more thoroughly Secretary than Hand B, indicating the writer to be the 
older of the two, most likely someone b o m in the 1560s and educated in the 
1570s. Attempting to frace anyone's identity through their handwriting, 
however, has usually proven forensicaUy unreliable, which is why it is not 
employed as a means of identification like fingerprints.94 Paleographic 
identifications have been proven more in the eyes of the beholder than in fact.95 
The odds are sfrong, however, that Hand A was the author's.96 Identity aside, 
the paleographic case for the independence of D is conclusive: D was not 
franscribed from printed materials. 

Literary Considerations 
There are the differences between D and the printed texts to weigh. It 

has long been suspected Shakespeare once wrote a play similar to D, i.e., a 
unified Henrv IV.97 Indeed, Williams and Evans concede in their commentary 
that the organization of D solves the sfructural problems caused by the two-part 
version and thus parallels more closely the events in Samuel Daniel's Civile 
Wars. But they dismiss this as aform of accidental convergence.98 This seems 
an unlikely explanation since a condensation of the two printed texts would 
likely expunge the history and highlight the Falstaff materials, whereas D does 
the reverse. The first quarto of Hamlet is a case in point. There, much of the 
marvelous language and detail is missing, with the exception of the comedy .99 
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Since D is shorter than the printed editions, and most of that reduction 
comes from what is now Part Two, which is present in D only in outUne form, 
one must ask: why wasn't it equally cut? Moreover, if D is dependent, it must 
have been reduced from cuts and condensations. WiUiams and Evans write: 

But in Uterary terms, the Dering version of Henry IV was successful. 
It skiUfiiUy condensed the two parts of Shakespeare's play (6,148 
lines together) into a single play (3,401 lines).10O 

However, is it tme to say this material was condensed? While condensation can 
mean "to shorten," it more often means "to summarize." Yet there are no 
summaries in D; it is shorter simply because it does not contain lines which 
appear in Q. In other words D, if it has been reduced, was reduced by cutting, 
not by summarizing. Yet D evidences no obvious bridge lines, i.e., lines created 
by editors when they perform cuts since cuts do not mesh perfectly with pre
existing material. Consider that D displays continuous lines which appear in 
it "jointlessly" but appear in Q unrelated and even located entire scenes away! 
Moreover, all the cuts in D were perfectly executed and the remaining material 
does not refer to any missing text. This is a phenomenal development, since 
casual cutting always leads to such quandaries. Craig had called it "impos
sible." H o w could it have been accomplished? More important, why bother? 
A period editor would have no reason to avoid writing himself into the text. 
Such "revised" and "improved" versions were commonplace, as can be seen 
from the revisions of The Tempest, titied The Enchanted Island: a Comedy 
(1670). and of The Taming of the Shrew, titied Sauny the Scot.lOl AUsimilar 
revisions display the overburden ofa lesser poet, much more obvious when the 
lesser one writes alongside William Shakespeare. 102 Yet D displays no such 
presence. Indeed, as shall be shown, it is Q which contains evidence of a 
second, less able writer. 

The most obvious proof of this is the virtual impossibility of finding 
in D a line not in Q. W h e n one does it is unquestionably superior, such as "I'll 
take say of thee" (fZOr), which appears as an authorial gloss, or "then fear gave 
wings to flight," which is embedded on f43r. Greg attributes these "atfractive 
readings" to Dering having "recalled" them from performances, but this seems 
doubtful, if for no other reason than these lines are not Ukely to have been in 
any hypothetical performance. Indeed, according to the dependence consen
sus, the splendid "fear gave wings to flight" Une is a condensation of "Mourton' s" 
account of the battle of Shrewsbury in Part T w o and thus original to D. If so, 
the line could not have been from a stage version. Even Greg can not have it 
both ways. 103 Surely, this line was the author's earlier poetic conception of the 
rout at the battle of Shrewsbury, with the metaphor getting lost during the 
expansion of the play. 

Consider f46v, where D is ready to "jump" from Q's Ill.i to IV.iv— 
a leap of four scenes! It will manage this stellar juxtaposition without a single 
bridge line. Does the reader believe anyone could have planned and executed 
such an excision? As a matter of fact, the absence of bridge lines verifies that 
D was expanded into the two-part version. This is because any author 
expanding a text fumishes bridge lines as he writes; thus, tiie original material 
becomes embedded. It is unlikely, however, that any one could cut back to it. 
Those who claim dependence should point to joints in D and show where and 
how these cuts and abridgements were made. 104 
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The Reverse Contention Considered 
A sfrong reverse case also establishes the primacy of D. If D is the 

primary text, then those lines in Q not found in D result from revision, perhaps 
a hasty one. Computer analysis, such as Ule's and m y own, demonsfrates this, 
but it can be seen by a cursory visual scan. 105 The Unes in D are shorter and 
more compact, whereas the additional lines in Q are longer and more expansive. 

Q also contains material which one doubts the author responsible for. 
Part T w o reading: 

'Let us make head': it was your presurmise.l06 
That, in the dole of blows, your son might drop: 
You knew he walked o'er perils, on an edge. 
More likely to fall in diat to get o'er: (Li. 167-71) 

This material is not to be found in D. It is the only time Shakespeare uses die 
expression "presurmise," a tiiought which would have been better served with 
"fear." Just above is another phrase not to be found in D, "the m d e scene may 
end," (I.i.l59.). W a s this an example of the author's cheek at having to revise 
this scene under pressure? Consider Morton's speech at this same point in Q 
(Li. 187-210), which is not in D . Does it not smack of revision? Dover Wilson 
has noticed some problems with this scene, including an "ugly repetition" or 
fold. 107 There are several "ugly repetitions" in the opening scene of Part T w o 
where Northumberland partots back bits and pieces of lines given to him by 
Travers and Morton. D has none of these problems. 

Order from Chaos 
O n the other hand, consider how much effort must have gone into D 

if D is a copy of an author's foul papers- a copy which dates to the unified period 
of Henry IV. when the author was under pressure to bifurcate it in order to 
expand the character of Falstaff. D seems to represent the version which he 
preferted, and kept with him, as we see by the gloss, "vide the printed book" 
(f 18v). This gloss most likely dates to his review of this manuscript at the time 
he was writing Henry V. i.e., ca. 1600. Since a seven-year hiatus has been 
established between D (1593) and Henry V (16(X)), during which time other 
plays intervene, an authorial review of D prior to writing Henry V seems Ukely. 
Several of the glosses may date to this review, rather than to earlier ones, and 
several may date to Sir Edward's ownership of D. Indeed, the final gloss on f55r 
may be seen as a bridge between Henry V and D, a bridge which would not have 
been required until Henry V was well underway, or more likely, when D was 
considered for the Ffrst FoUo, where Henry V would follow it on the next 
page. 108 In fact, these lines link to Henry V. n.iv.36. 

Scholars provide other examples of similar ttanscriptions (see Knight's 
ttanscript of Bonduca. Crane's of Demefrius and Enanthe and G a m e at 
Chess"). 109 These manuscripts confirm that presentation copies of unpubhshed 
plays were made from the author's papers for private hands. Indeed, when D 
is compared to one of these or to the Woodstock or Timon manuscripts, the 
similarity in "layouts" is sfriking. For it is not Ukely that the style of D should, 
in and of itself, parallel the style of authentic handwritten stage materials. This 
fact indicates a closer relation to such materials than to printed ones. Overall, 
D does not show itself to be homogeneous enough to have been a presentation 
copy, certainly not one transcribed from a printed text. D can only be an 
authorial fair copy ofHenrv IV. 
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Conclusions 
I believe D to be a pre-quarto version of Henry IV. in the style of an 

authorial fafr copy, as first thought by Hardin Craig and afterwards by Ule. This 
has been rejected by authorities who believe that Shakespeare never revised his 
texts or produced fair copies. The proof provided herein should expose the 
failure of bibliographic and biographic arguments and the superiority of 
paleographic and literary proofs for independence and primacy. These show 
the manuscript to have an authorial provenance, parts of which reflect an even 
earlier draft of Henry FV than D itself. For those who hold that Shakespeare 
wrote Shakespeare, he must have written D. Since D proves the author revised 
and spent considerable efforts on D, beliefs to the confrary are false. Pollard's 
arguments were, thus, correct. That Pollard's views, as well as Craig's, have 
been cfrcumvented and suppressed by those propagating contrary paradigms 
has been clearly established. 

Extemal evidence suggests that Dering obtained D from John Fletcher. 
Similar evidence suggests that Dering fumished the printers of the Ffrst Folio 
with the literary copy used to set Henry FV. Part Two. That copy may have been 
presented to either Blount or Jaggard at a celebration held at Dering's home, 
Surrenden, on Friday, 27 Febmary 1623, which marked the twenty-fifth 
anniversary of the regisfration ofHenrv IV. an event of obvious importance to 
those involved. Finally, the mysterious gap in the pagination of the Ffrst FoUo 
and the double pages between Henry IV. Part T w o and Henry V. may have been 
caused by the printers when they considered setting D rather than the two-part 
version. D's silent proof marks may have originated from laggard's shop or, 
if Greg was correct as to his role as editor, from Jaggard himself. 
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2 Hardin Craig, "The Dering Version of Shakespeare's Henry FV." Philo
logical Ouarteriv. X X X V (April 1956), 218-19. 

3 James O. Halliwell, Shakespeare's Play of King Henry the Fourth. Printed 
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5 Dering's life is fascinating. His title depended on a bold forgery to the 
face of the Magna Carta, which was effected by an unknown benefactor 
when he was five. (DBN) 

6 Surprisingly, both Yeandle and Dawson once agreed to the 16th century 
nature of D's hand, writing, "the hand is, except for stage-dfrections and 
speakers' names, pure secretary," 104. See footnote 7 for a glaring confrast. 

7 Giles E. Dawson and Laetitia Kennedy-Skipton [Yeandle], Elizabethan 
Handwriting: A Style Manual. (Norton, 1966) p.96. Conceming the copy 
of Sfr Francis Drake's letter to John Foxe (#35), originally written in 1587, 
they have assigned the date of franscription to c. 1615. They write, "At first 
sight this hand might seem to have been written about the time of the 
original letter. But the resttained and confrolled ascenders and descenders 
... are more characteristic of the first decades of the seventeenth century". 
In discussing the Bagot letter (#38) they note, "he wrote a ttansitional hand 
reflecting the growing preference for simplicity and clarity which was 
effecting the gradual shift from the secretary to the italic hand." The letter 
is dated to 1622 and according to these authorities "shows the writer to be a 
chUd of the seventeenth century." Dering, bom in 1598, was such a "child," 
and his many papers prove his hand more similar to Bagot's fransitional 
hand than to Hand A. 

8 Hand A has been identified with Dering's. Evans asks that we take this 
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ascription on "faith," see "The 'Dering M S ' of Shakespeare's Henry IV and 
Sfr Edward Dering," Joumal of English and Germanic Philology. LFV 
(October 1955), 498-503. "The ascription had to be taken on "faitii," since 
neither he nor the Folger had, at that time, adequate samples of Dering's 
hand. W h e n fumished such samples in 1983, Yeandle wrote, "How kind of 
you to send m e dated examples of Dering's handwriting covering twenty 
years of his life. I a m glad to have these." (30/08/1983) Those samples 
document that Dering wrote, throughout his life, in a ttansitional secretary 
hand, distinctive from Hand A of the manuscript. W . R. Sfreitberger, 
Professor of English, University of Washington, came to the same conclu
sion in 1983 when asked for a written opinion, "Dering's hand can be 
separated from Hand A...[it was] transitional," as did tihe archivists at 
Maidstone and Anne Oakley, formerly the archivist of Canterbury Diocese, 
when asked conversationally in August of 1988. 

9 Op.cit. p. [xxi]. 

10 Op.cit. 

11 Ibid. 

12-Ibid. 

13 S. B. Hemingway, Henry the Fourth Part One. New Variomm, (Philadel
phia, 1936), pp. 495-501; Craig, Ibid-; and Louis Ule, A Concordance to 
Shakespeare s Apocrypha. 3 Vols., (Greg Olms, Vertag, 1988), see Infro
duction, which cites m y work on D. 

I^Ibid.. pp. xiii-xiv. 

^Ibid.. p. xvi. 

li^Ibid.. xvii. 

17 See Dewey Ganzel, 1982. 

18 See Knight's discussion in Romeo and Juliet. New Variorum. Horace H. 
Fumess, ed., (American Scholar, N.Y., 1963, reprint of 1871 edition, with a 
bibliography by Louis Mauder), p.416. Knight writes, "we know of notiiing 
in literary history more... instinctive, tiian die...minute attention... consum
mate skiU, exhibited by S[hakespeare]., in cortecting augmenting and 
amending the first copy.[Ql] of this play." 

•9 Alfred Harbage, The New York Times Book Review. Vol, CIV, No. 35, 
568, June 12, 1955, pp. 1,10-11, "Shakespeare's plays are not kamed-are 
even less ari.stocratic than learned." 

20 Craig and Albert B. Weiner offer cogent critiques of tiiese peculiar 
notions regarding "piracy" of Shakespeare's play in tiiefr critical edition of 
The. First Ouartn of Hamlet 1603. 1962. They document the Folio's claim to 
have replaced copies "maimed and deformed by the frauds of stealthes of 
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injurious impostors" was commercially motivated, since Folios as a general 
mle simply reprinted quartos. 

21 We have cited Knight above. See also Swinbume, A Study of 
Shakespeare. (Chatto & Windus 1909), p. 163. Swinbume sfresses that 
Shakespeare worked through a process of revision, going over "scene by 
scene, line for line...all the old belabored ground again." 

22 W. W. Greg, Editorial Problems in the Folio. (Oxford, 1955), 95. 

23-Ibid. 

24 Ibid. See also Craig's and Weiner's remarks in the infroduction to 
Hamlet, op.cit. 

25 First Folio. (London, 1623), A3; The Norton Facsimile The First FoUo of 
Shakespeare. (Paul Hamlyn, London, 1968), Charlton Hinman, ed., p.7. 

26 Laetitia Yeandle, "The Dating of Sir Edward Dering's Copy of 'The 
History of King Henry the Fourth,'" Shakespeare Ouarterly. 37, 1986, 
pp.224-6. The TLS has not covered this important debate. 

27 G.B. Harrison dates Part Two to the spring of 1598/9. Works, p. 653. 

28 Wilson writes, "Saturn and Venus are never conjoined," (Johnson), 
Henry IV Part 2. (Cambridge University Press, 1968), 166. 

29 Distant Suns. Virtual Reality Laboratories, Inc., 1992, R. Michael 
Smithwick. Dance of the Planets is A R C Science Simulations. 1993. 

30 The programs compute several conjunctions during the period, but only 
one corresponds to a sidereal location in the Fiery Trigon. 

31 Elizabethan dates are confusing. They lagged ten days behind European 
dates for nine months and a year and ten days behind between 1 January and 
25 March, when England began its new year. Thus, 15 March 1594 in 
London was already 25 March 1595 in Europe, where almanac dates were 
calculated. So when Falstaff suggests we check our almanacs for this year, 
he could have been in 1594, while the 1595 almanac was afready operant. 

32 See notes 6 and 7 above. 

33 Facsimile Edition. Op.cit. vii-viii, the editors write: 
The scenes transcribed from Part I of Shakespeare's play derive in 

direct fransmission from the fifth quarto. The History of Henrie the fourth. 
printed in London in 1613. This assertion is based on two characteristics of the 
manuscript: (I) the closeness of the punctuation of page I of the manuscript to 
that of the quarto, and (2) the fidelity of the manuscript to two readings unique 
to this quarto. The first of these is at 3.3.80 (Globe ni,ui,100); here Q 5 
(unconected) lacks a pronoun before the phrase "would cudgel him," and the 
scribe, recognizing an omission, left a small blank space for Dering to supply 
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die cortect form. The second is at 4.2.76 (Globe V.u.76); Q 5 prints "feUow's 
souldiers," and the scribe copied the erroneous, misleading aposfrophe. 

The scenes franscribed from Part II of the play derive from the second 
issue of die single quarto, The Second part of Henrie the fourdi. printed in 
London in I6(X). This assumption is based on the inclusion in 5.2 of selections 
from the King's soliloquy on sleep (Ill.i), omitted in tiie ffrst issue; on tiie fact 
tiiat none of the hnes unique to the Folio of 1623 (the second edition of the play) 
appears in the manuscript; and on general fidelity of the manuscript to the 
characteristics and manifest ertors of the quarto... [except] for these the scribe 
presumably copied Dering's holograph. 

The bibliographical evidence is conclusive that the copytext for Part 
I was Q 5 and that the copytext for Part II was Q (second issue). 

24-Qpxit, vii-viii. 

2i-Facsimile Edition, unnumbered sheet [xii]. 

^^Elizabethan Handwriting: A Style Manual. (Norton, 1966) p. 104. 

37-Facsimile Edition, viii. 

38 Hardin Craig, A New Look at Shakespeare's Ouartos. Stanford Univer
sity Press, Stanford, Califomia, 1961, 43-51 and 112-117. 

39 T.N.S. Lennam, "Sfr Edward Dering's CoUection of Playbooks, 1619-
1624," Shakespeare Ouarteriv. X V I (Spring 1965), 145-53. 

"^0 Prosser, op.cit; Bantam Classics, Henry FV. Part One and Part Two. 
1988, N.Y. and London; 'The History of Henry The Fourth [Part 1], The 
Folger Library General Reader's Shakespeare, Washington Square Press, 
1960. That Wright is circumventing Craig is clear, for he provides his 
readers with an annotated Usting of sources, including one by Evans, 
without mentioning Craig. 

41 Craig, A New Look at Shakespeare's Ouartos. op.cit. 112. 

^Ibid.. 112. 

^Hamlet op.cit. i. Weiner's infroductory analysis desfroys the view diat 
Shakespeare's plays, alone among Elizabethans plays, were ever pfrated. 
His analysis shows the first quarto of Hamlet to have been an authorized 
stage abridgement. The most obvious proof of this is the equality and 
distribution of lines among the various actors, p. 49. 

44-Shakespeare for Everyman. Washington Square Press, N.Y., 1964, 96. 

^Op. cit. p. iii. The argument shows Ql to have been an edition abridged 
for acting, based on the assignment of the remaining lines. 

46-Facsimile Edition. Infroduction, unmarked page. 
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^Facsimile, op.cit. vii. 

48 Hilton KeUiher, manuscript authority for the British Library and author 
of "Contemporary Manuscript Exfracts from Shakespeare's Henry FV. Part 
I," EngUsh Manuscript Studies. 1100-1700. 1 (1989) 144-81, agreed on tiiis 
point during a discussion held in his office in August 1988. H e pointed out 
several similar manuscript examples, where such a "tie" was used, including 
one in a manuscript by Sir John Harington. The device connects the two 
hands in a "lock" and serves to indicate to a thfrd party familiar with the 
first hand that the second hand is working for him. 

49 See Greg, First Folio. 266. As a matter of fact, bibliographic scholars 
only assume the sequence of the omission; it remains possible it was taken 
out of the second issue, rather than left out of the ffrst. 

^Facsimile Edition. Inttoduction, unnumbered page. 

51 Fredson Bowers, The Complete Works of Christopher Marlowe. Cam
bridge, 1973, Vol. 2, 3, footnote 3. 

^Ibid.. 3, "That the franscript was not made from the 1598 quarto is clear 
from the readings..." 

53 See Hilton KeUiher's discussion, op.cit. 

54 Yeandle, "The Dating of Sfr...Dering's Copy...", op.cit. 

^Ibid.. 225. 

^Ibid.. 224, "there are only 56 leaves in the manuscript..." 

57 Personal conversation. Streitberger, a professor of English at the 
University of Washington, has been consulted on this problem for well over 
ten years and offered many valuable suggestions for which I a m much 
indebted. 

^Op.cit. "The Dating of...," 224-6. 

^Op.cit. Facsimile Edition, first unnumbered page, footnote 3. 

60 "Carington's will in the Kent Archives Office (Reg. PRC 16/232 dbl 37) 
does not appear to be in the same handwriting as the play," 225. 

6Libid. 

62 Yeandle's letter to this author, 27 September 1988, admits "you have 
shown that the M r Carington w h o m Sir Edward Dering paid to copy the 
Henry FV manuscript was not the clergyman...." Not one to concede, she 
goes on to suggest Dering's Mr. Carington must not have been his friend, 
but another Carington. Carington's church register is Canterbury Diocese, 
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U3/136/1/1 f.43, was kindly fumished to m e by Anne Oakley. 

61lbid.. 225, footiiote 4. 

64 Prosser has noticed that the opening of Part Two, the point where die two 
plays join in D, looks like revision in Q. She writes, "the Prologue of 
Rumour seriously undercuts the first scene...on the whole, the poetry is 
uninspfred..." Op.cit.. 172. This suggests Q is an expansion of D. 

filjBjijL, 115-6. 

66-Henry FV stood for regisfration on 25 Febmary 1598/9, the last Friday in 
Febmary. In 1623, the last Friday in Febmary feU on the 27th, i.e., the 
same week/month day as Dering's payment for his copy. Someone was 
keeping frack. 

67 See Blount's dedication to Hero and Leander. 1598. 

^Op.cit. Shakespeare's Anonymous Editors.... Greg disallowed this (267) 
in order to simplify his analysis, but Hinman and others have accepted 
Prosser's evidence. 

69 Some authorities have suggested that since more copies of Part Two have 
been preserved, that Part T w o was rare at all. This view is speculative, 
however, and the fact remains that Part T w o had only a single issue, 
whereas Part One was issued many times. 

70 The calculation is as follows: Dering paid 1 l/2d per sheet, making the 
manuscript 32 sheets. This number imphes 64 folio leaves or 128 pages as 
normally numbered. Since Part T w o of Henry FV is 3,180 Unes in Q 
(according to Williams) and 3,322 in FoUo, according to Hinman, this 
imphes that if Carington maintained 51 lines per page, the franscription of 
Henry FV. Part T w o would have fit precisely within such a manuscript 
Carington's will, proven in holograph, contains 55 lines on the same sized 
sheet as D (self-mled) and his church register 44 lines (unmled and also the 
same size) with considerable white space. Thus 51 lines per sheet was 
about average for Carington. 

TLOp.cit: Shakespeare's books and papers did not go to his family. The 
consensus assumption hold they were left to his theater, i.e., to Fletcher. In 
fact, Evans believes several of Shakespeare's books later belonged to 
Dering. These, as with D, he must have obtained from Fletcher. 

72 We have not discussed the scrap. It is curious that Christian materials 
were excised from Q for D, supposedly to be replaced by materials from the 
insert, which were overtiy pagan. The scrap is why D has been thought to 
date to 1622. However, it may be spurious, dating to Dering's 1623 interest 
in tiie Curate. Forensically, one should determine which side of the scrap 
was first transcribed. Such a study indicates that the Curate's character list 
was first copied onto its face and, later, the verso material. H o w was this 
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notion arrived at? Examination of the ink stains indicates ink from the 
Curate's materials soaked through to the verso and was written over. 

73 Fletcher also attended Marlowe's college and a plaque there states they 
shared rooms at Corpus Christie, Cambridge. 

74 DBN. 

75 See 1623 Folio, op.cit. No discussion of this is really clear, but the 
double pagination is obvious when seen. 

76 For some reason Prosser counts "thirty-nine" pages. Op. cit. p. 73. 

77 Greg, Op.cit. 68, "negotiations [for H4] appear to have been difficult." 
See also his discussion 443-4. Greg writes, "the only thing to do was to 
calculate the amount of space needed...and proceed at once with Henry V." 

78 Based on computer typesetting projections, D could have fitted, particu
larly if the space was tsdUed not by the actual number of pages lying 
between 45 and 69 (23), but by the common compositor's mistake of 
counting so as to include 45 and 69 into the count, i.e., producing a total 
projected space of 25 pages, as one does if one counts on one's fingers. 
Hinman aUows 132 lines per side, or a space of 3,290 lines. D, containing 
3,401 hnes, would have fit with slightiy over 1(X) mn-on hnes. (See, 
Hinman, op.cit. xvii.) 

79 Greg, Editorial Problems. Op.cit. 264. 

80 Ibid., 266. 

81 Facsimile, op.cit. xi, "he did not add all that are necessary for a 
promptbook." 

82-Facsimile ed. op.cit. 

83 H.M. 6(X). I am indebted to Mary Robertson, Curator of Manuscripts at 
the Huntington for our discussions and our correspondence on this subject. 

84 Indeed, as it is a holograph which originated outside the theaters, it will 
be seen that, unlike D, it doesn't follow the formalities of stage manuscripts. 

S^Facsimile Edition. Infroduction, first unnumbered page, footnote 3. 

86 See cf. 21 above. 

Sl-QpxiL, 172-174. 

SS-Tbid. 
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89 A.C. Partridge, Ortiiographv in Shakespeare and Elizabetiian Drama: A 
Study of Colloquial Confractions. Ehsion. Prosody and Punctuation. 
University of Nebraska, 1964, 67-79. 

90 Many examples of "drift" can be found. See fols 2, 10, 23, 44, 48, and 
55. The difference in these hands is so profound that to the novice they may 
appear to be different writers. 

91 QO, a fragment of the first known quarto, was discovered after Qs 1-5 
had been numbered. Rather than change these, scholars designated it QO. 

92 See Eleanor Prosser's, Shakespeare's Anonymous Editors: Scribe and 
Compositor in die Folio Text of 2 Henry FV. (Sanford, 1981), p. 16. 
Prosser quotes Percy Simpson's Proof-Reading in the Sixteenth. Seven
teenth, and Eighteenth Centuries, and Simpson's finding that "copy would 
always be retumed to the author, or to the friend working for him, or, if the 
author were dead, to the person responsible for sending tiie work to press." I 
am indebted to phone conversations with Ms. Prosser conceming her work 
on Part T w o and its possible impact on D. 

93 Elizabethan Handwriting. 100, "the sfrongly spurred a[s and] c[s]...are 
survivals not often seen at so late a date. W e nught reasonably assume that 
the writer was not a very young man. "Herbert was bom in 1580, Dering in 
1598. 

94 Charles Hanulton, William Shakespeare and John Fletcher Cardenio or 
The Second Maiden's Tragedy. Glenbridge, 1994. Hamilton kindly 
acknowledges m y work on his manuscript in a postscript, 258. 

95 Hamilton also ties Cardenio to Shakespeare's wUl, a tie fradition has 
resisted as the will's obvious deficiencies would imply the actor incapable 
of having written the works. 

96 See Samuel A. Tannenbaum, Shaksperian Scraps and other Elizabethan 
Fragments. Kennikat, N.Y., 1933 and 1966, a slippery slope indeed. 

97 Harold Jenkins. The Stmctural Problem in Shakespeare's Henrv the 
Fourth. Methuen, London, 1956. 

98 Facsimile Edition, op.cit. ix. 

22-Op.cit. Weiner. 

IflQ-Ibid.. ix. 

101 Both are found in Facsimiles published by Commarket Press, London, 
1969. Shrew was revised by J. Lacey. 

102 Studies confirm that when two writers collaborate, a second vocabulary 
can be detected by computers using Type/token ratio programs. A "Type" 
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being a word counted once, while "tokens" are counted in all appearances. 
"Pace" reaUzed the fixed T/r "ratio" could be seen as a "rate," i.e., a fluid 
quality which allows a text to be studied scene by scene, if need be, for 
evidence of revisions. It discovered that Marlowe and Shakespeare de
ployed Tokens among their types at a relatively steady rate independent of 
the length of their plays. Consequently T w o Gentlenien of Verona and 
Henrv FV. Pt. II. were produced within .01% of the same "pace" even 
though T w o Gentlemen is nearly half the length of Henry IV. Pt. II. See 
footnote 94, "Pace, A Test for Authorship..." 

103 Several neologisms including "tristful" and "blighten" are found in D. 
The first as a gloss (f20), the second embedded (f45y). Both terms are 
superior readings. D's "dew" and "due" (f51) is also evidence of a closer 
tie to the author's wordplay and meaning than Q. Even m o d e m editions 
persist in ertor here, printing "due" twice, see IV.y.37-41. The lines should 
read, "this dew from m e is tears...My due from thee is this imperial 
crown." D reads "thie," an easy mistake for "this." 

104 What is represented in D, the point were the two texts diverge, wiU be 
found on f42r. Though much material is missing and the scene looks 
radically different as a result when studied it will be noticed that the lines 
on f45r are either whole lines or fragments of lines to be found in the 
Quarto. So again we find no evidence of a second writer. W e do find 
evidence of Shakespeare in the wonderful stage dfrection "alone in his 
garden and Night-Cappe:" and the Une "But yett m y hart is dull:, & slowe 
behefe Takes but faint houldinge:" and afterwards "My sad heart sales," and 
"O thie sad brow:,." These expressions are not requfred here if D is a 
condensation, and smack of authorial presence and sensitivity. 

-IQS-Op.cit.. A Concordance to Shakespeare's Apocrypha and my article, 
"Pace: A Test of Authorship Based on the Rate at which N e w Words Enter 
an Author's Text" Oxford's Literary and Linguistic Computing. Vol 3, 
No.l, 1988,36-39. 

106 Could "let us make head" have been "let us take heed?" 

107-Op.cit.. 132, note to line 189-209. 

108 This gloss may date to 1623 when D was considered for insertion into 
the First Folio, and thus may be Dering's. 

109 Greg, Editorial Problems.... op.cit. Greg lists all three (153), but does 
not reference D. Indeed, he dismisses the possibility of a pre-Folio fran
script, even though he knew of D's conjectured 1622 date. 
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